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Model of the proposed elephant refuge project by Kristoffer Tejlgaard

RE JMYR E > SWEDEN

THE
ELEPHANT
REFUGE
‘PRE-USE’ VS ‘RE-USE’

by H E I N R I C H H E R M A N N
The project introduced here is the culmination of an
artistic vision by Daniel Peltz, evolved in phases over
more than ten years around his deep reflection on the
act of giving and taking refuge in our time. It was triggered in part by the recent arrival of refugees from Syria
and Afghanistan in Rejmyre, Sweden, where his research
was focused. He also began to reflect on the unemployed in the advanced economies of Europe, including
Sweden, and on startling parallels to the lot of teak
wood-harvesting elephants in Myanmar, recently having
become unemployed due to over-harvesting. He chose to
explore ‘the practice of giving and taking refuge’ by way
of, conceptually, accommodating unemployed elephants
from Myanmar in Rejmyre, Sweden.
Peltz commissioned the Danish architect Kristoffer
Tejlgaard to design that refuge, in close consultation
with him. His thinking had evolved into one of understanding the act of building refuge itself as the core
of his vision, independent from the elephants’ actual
arrival at, and use of, the refuge designed for their very
needs. He sees the project as a built meditation on the
act of giving and taking shelter.
Peltz states, “I refer to the model I am working with
as 'adaptive pre-use,' wherein a structure is designed
and built, by a specific community for a specific, incongruous purpose, that it will never serve. The community
builds the structure and then is left with the task of how
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to repurpose this purpose-built new structure. It has an
element of the illogical but is more properly grounded
in seeking strategies to provoke the possible in places
that have been abandoned [in the anthropologist Anna
L. Tsing’s words ’seeking life in the ruins of capitalism’s
abandoned asset fields’]. This is done through the act of
building, as an embodied, dialogic process, and through
the act of considering the needs of an unknown other as
a way of thinking the act of giving and taking refuge. In
the specific case of the glass factory town of Rejmyre,
we are designing and planning to build a refuge for
elephants who are unemployed from the teak logging
industry in Myanmar. "
Both Peltz’s vision and Tejlgaard’s subsequent
design for a group of elephants and their keepers - carried out to very exacting specifications even though
neither of them are intended to arrive, and hence will
require adaptation to a new use right after completion pose the question of how to properly categorize a work
such as this.
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The proposed site plan for the elephant refuge and its relationship to the
glass factory

The Project
Tejlgaard’s design takes place at the intersection of a
location-specific artistic vision and a number of socioeconomic, environmental, and other issues that find
synthesis in using and re-using parts of the expansive
site behind the glass factory with its brook and
forest beyond.
From its beginnings, Rejmyre had been organized
along the northwest to southeast-running street now
called Glasbrucksvägen. The original factory owner’s
residence was built south of the street, set back and
flanked by two buildings across a shared park-like green
space. From the owner’s residence a footpath extended
axially across the street to the factory’s main entrance
and continued right through the tall smokestack, which
has been Rejmyre’s most visible marker ever since. At
the northeastern end of the factory and axially aligned
with the smoke stack, the glassmaking refuse left the
building through a large gate and was dumped into the
valley beyond. Today the main complex comprises on the
street side the glass museum left of the entrance recess
and the glass shop to its right, while the glass production extends across the entire rear volume, starting
roughly beyond the smoke stack.
After first closely studying Rejmyre, its glass factory,
its production history and the site’s topography, altered
and narrowed by two centuries of dumping the factory’s
refuse, Tejlgaard’s proposal, commissioned by Peltz, is
as follows:
Paramount above all was to design the elephant
refuge so they and their care takers are accommodated
in the best possible ways. Among others, elephants
need water, a forest, and long vistas – all pointing to
the currently severely polluted land beyond the factory
that straddles the brook that feeds a small lake further
northeast. Thus, they chose the area that also leads
into an expansive forest to its north. They think of the
elephant refuge as symbolizing the future of Rejmyre’s
development but want to intimately link it, as the town’s
natural further growth, with older Rejmyre.
Tejlgaard accordingly situates its geometry and
organization in alignment with the historic development axis from the former factory owner’s residence
across the street to the factory’s entry portal, through
the smoke stack, and its rear opening. His first gesture
was to mark with a large circle the intersection of the
brook with the view axis from the rear gate and smoke
stack. Within this circle would be the elephants’ and
their keepers’ living area, their swimming area, and the
beginnings of the forest beyond.
To accomplish all this, he conceived of the circle as a
cylinder whose walls dam the brook uphill and straddle
land and water for the elephants to swim in, co-planar
with the new pond upstream and overlooking the valley below. The circular area comfortably houses the
elephant refuge and is covered and thermally protected

by a greenhouse of mostly transparent skin spanning a
structural web of wood and steel. The elephants would
be able to swim to the dam’s inner edge, with unimpeded
long vistas both uphill, downhill, and into the woods,
as well as towards the glass factory anchored by its
smokestack. The top of the circle would be just a little
higher than the water level and walkable for the keepers
inside the glazing. On the outside, a shallow passage
might allow local people coming from the town center
to walk to the forest beyond. For all who are admitted
to this passage, the afforded long vistas and the unique
play of light and shadows cast by the greenhouse’s skin
would be equally enjoyable, as would be the dematerializing aspects of the water, both in the lake below, in the
elephants’ swimming area, and the upstream
pond beyond.
Peltz commissioned Tejlgaard due to an admiration
for his Domes of Vision in Stockholm and Copenhagen,
both built as a continuous structural web of wood and
steel, covered in polycarbonate sheets, resting on a
perimeter ring on the ground. Tejlgaard felt such a dome
shape was not appropriate here. Instead he proposed a
structural system akin to his domes of vision but here
suspended from three outward leaning teepee-like
structural towers at the circle’s perimeter and three
large structural arches spanning between them. He
firmly anchors the web to the ground in the short zones
behind the three towers, which will be made of heavy
timber stems and thus relate well to the woods beyond.
These towers will also serve to vent the interior and in
their upper reaches house the mahouts, the elephants’
caretakers. Below the structural arches, which follow
the circular plan geometry of the dam, glazed walls
provide a warm interior for the elephants while allowing
them to visually experience the environment beyond and
feel connected with it. Tejlgaard wants to also grow the
food for the elephants year-round in portions of it.
In addition, it will house all areas needed for the proper
care of the animals, their medical checkups, etc.
Environmental pollution as opportunity
The selected refuge site happens also to be the most
polluted area and fortunately the Swedish government
has set aside the needed funds for cleaning up the
environmental harm caused over two centuries by the
glass factory. Peltz and Tejlgaard see a great opportunity in these funds and propose a win-win scenario for
Rejmyre, its environmental health, and a unique link to
the history of glass-making here. They propose to have
the environmental cleanup operation not carried out
by a far-away company but instead by the citizens of
Rejmyre, many of whom are after all the descendants of
those workers who in the past centuries had to do the
polluting on the factory’s behalf. The income from the
cleanup funds would thus flow into Reimyre’s economy
and revitalize it.

But Peltz and Tejlgaard’s thinking goes further than
the economic level. They want all the layers of glass
discarded over 200 years to be melted into multi-colored
glass bricks. They can then be used for building both the
visible portions of the dam as well as the path and flight
of stairs that link the refuge with the factory and form
an important new second entrance to the complex. This
material metamorphosis, a genuine adaptive reuse of
the waste into magnificently mysterious multi-colored
building blocks spread over the once severely polluted
area in a healing new order, would be a dignified witness
to the town’s historic past.
Incorporating the path from the factory down to the
sanctuary into the forest, would provide for new life, and
would turn a backside not ever to be seen into a wonderful realm to be discovered. In the reverse direction, one
could now enter the factory and Rejmyre, after being
inspired by a new and different way of knowing about its
place and history within the larger region. At a minimum,
the presence of this complex would make Rejmyre a
magnet for visitors and benefit local businesses. But
it may actually serve as a catalyst for businesses and
others to settle there and bring about as of yet unimaginable positive change. The reuse of the factory’s glass
refuse to cast glass bricks for key portions of the refuge
and its physical connection with the factory would be
transformative for Rejmyre’s identity and bring its history alive.
‘PRE-USE’ vs ‘RE-USE’
Peltz conceived of the refuge from early on as a physical
complex that would only accommodate the elephants
conceptually. He characterizes as ‘adaptive pre-use’ the
design he asked Tejlgaard to create, as it would require
adaptation for an unknown subsequent use by the
community. His artistic vision is certainly driven by an
honorable underlying motivation. The refuge as introduced is actually a clear case of adaptive reuse, in the
form of an addition to an existing factory site, while
serving an entirely new purpose. The existing structure’s
current function would be left unchanged except for
minor modifications, having to do with enhancing/
making more palpable the spatial experience of moving
through the glass factory, and through the former waste
portal that would now give access to the new
intervention.
Without any intent of bringing the elephants, the
refuge de facto has only a conceptual use function but
no actual one. The numerous specific features accommodating the elephants, while distinctive and intriguing,
would initially be physically built empty gestures. Only
after the community would identify a new purpose and
spend the potentially significant resources to adapt it
would it finally serve a dedicated purpose. As adaptation
requires the pre-existence of an object that can be
adapted - the refuge would thus be the object that
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The model for the elephant refuge, in process

subsequently gets adapted. Therefore, one cannot talk
of adaptive pre-use here either.
While acknowledging Peltz’s understanding the
act of building refuge itself as the core of his vision, is
there a vehicle by which one attempts the same idealist pursuit that would design directly for the final use,
without necessitating the subsequent adaptive reuse
phase? A possible scenario for such a concept could,
for example, be imagined for a future described by an
Oxford University study1 on expected drastic changes
to the work-world as we now know it today. It predicted
that within the short span of only 25 years, about 50% of
all jobs will cease to exist in the way we know them now,
resulting from accelerating mechanization, computerization, artificial intelligence, robotics, automation, and
other technologies. What might be the repercussions of
such massive shifts for the practice of architecture and
adaptive reuse? By implication, new buildings to accommodate many categories of present-day jobs will likely
be built with the anticipation that the functions they
are built for now may disappear within only a few years,
after which the buildings may have to undergo possibly
substantial adaptations for new, only then knowable

The roof of the proposed elephant refuge

needs. The uncertainty about rapidly changing use
functions will most likely not result in custom-designing
spaces to optimally meet a current use function (as was
done in the refuge, even though only conceptually), but
in much more generic buildings to enable a wider range
of adaptability options.
In our rapidly changing world, might a concept developed for elephants that would never arrive perhaps have
its purpose?
In the end, Peltz and Tejlgaard have achieved
a memorable moment in refuge design. Should an
adaptation to another use be required in the future, the
proposed project allows for the majestic architecture to
remain in its revitalizing relation to both the immediate
site and the wider Town of Rejmyre.

ENDNOTES:
1 Carl Benedikt Frey and Michael A. Osborne. "The Future of
Employment," Working Paper, Oxford Martin School, University
of Oxford, September 17, 2013, https://www.oxfordmartin.ox.ac.
uk/downloads/academic/future-of-employment.pdf (accessed
Jan. 5, 2018).
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and is a co-founder for PROLETKINO independent platform for
distribution, research and curatorial practice.
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of Architecture form Harvard University, Graduate School
of Design and a Bachelor of Art in Philosophy from Vassar
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for many years in the community development sector in
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Nicolò Di Prima is Research Fellow at the Department
of Architecture and Design of Polytechnic of Turin. His
research focuses on design and cultural anthropology. He
is currently working on interdisciplinary research projects dealing with participatory design processes in deep
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workshop for the Bachelor’s degree in Design and Visual
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Laura Gioeni is an architect, philosopher, independent
researcher and lecturer. She initially trained at the School of
Mimodrama in Milan, experiencing Jacques Lecoq’s theatrical
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pedagogy, then graduated cum laude in both Architecture and
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the Master of Architecture Program in the Tyler School of
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Vanity Fair among others. Her video and documentary material has been featured by BBC World, Arte, ZDF, CNN, etc.
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in Sicily and Berlin. He is the artist behind The White House
(2015), the Invitation (2016), and the Rosa Parks House Project
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about space and the human condition. Collectively wise he
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